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Channeling Mr. Miyagi
§ Close eye
§ Think of
something
you’re really
good at and
that you
enjoy doing

Channeling Mr. Miyagi
§ Turn to your
neighbor and
describe your
thought
process when
you do your
thing
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Channeling Mr. Miyagi
§ Now, think of
the last thing
you wrote
(rec letter,
proposal,
grad paper,
etc.)

Channeling Mr. Miyagi
§ Think about
your process
in writing
that piece
§ Now, share it
with your
neighbor
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What is Metacognition?

From Consciousness and Metacognition (p. 105) by Thomas O. Nelson, American Psychologist, 51,
1996.

First Study
• 36 Sophomore Honors English students
• Literature/novel based course
• Goals: read and think critically and write literary
analysis
• For each major literary work:
• Introductory lessons
• Independent reading
• Test
• Literary analysis—a recursive writing process
that included revision
• Metacognitive Reflection
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Metacognitive Reflection
•
•
•
•

Reread your essay. Reflect on what you did well, why you
think you did well, and what process you used to write the
paper. Explain your thinking.
With a critical eye, look at two areas where you could still
improve the paper. In detail, discuss how you would go about
doing it.
Remember, your response is reflective and personal, not
analytical and formal in nature. Your typed, double-spaced
response should be 1-2 pages long.
You will be assessed on the quality and depth of your
reflection.

Some Significant Results
§ Students’ level of metacognitive
knowledge correlated with their
essay scores on their last essay
§ Significant improvement over time
on essay writing
§ Word count correlated to score on
first essay, but not on last essay
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Next Steps
§ Develop a writing unit that incorporates
goal-oriented metacognitive reflection
throughout the unit
§ Try it out in different classroom settings
§ Analyze effectiveness of metacognitive
reflection instruction to improve student
writing

Second Study
4 sophomore English classes—56 students
1 teacher: 2 “standard” level classes (28 students)
1 teacher: 2 “advanced” level classes (28 students)
Incorporate idealized metacognitive reflection
lessons in first writing unit
§ Include reflection throughout class
§ Collect student essays and reflections throughout
the course
§
§
§
§
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Evolution of Reflection Task
§ First Study: 3 paragraphs
§ Intermediate: 6 specific questions
§ Second Study: 6 questions, connected to
rubric (goal-oriented)

Advanced classes
§ Literature based course, but focus on anlytical writing
§ Writing focus for the year: Development of theme
§ First assessment: “Barbie Doll” by Marge Piercy:
§ Determine a theme or central idea of the text and analyze in
detail its development over the course of the text, including
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details.
(CCSS RL.9-10.2)

§ After first draft, students receive rubric and complete
a ref lection
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Advanced classes
§ Complete several literary essays over the course of the
year
§ Final Assessment Based on “The Veldt” by Ray
Bradbury
§ Final Essay Question:
§ Determine a theme or central idea of the text and analyze in
detail its development over the course of the text, including
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details.
(CCSS RL.9-10.2)

§ After final draft, students receive rubric and complete
a ref lection

Advanced classes: Results
“Barbie Doll” First Draft Average: 37.4/70 (53%)
“Barbie Doll” Final Draft Average: 51.5/70 (74%)
Final Assignment Average: 54/70 (77%)
Significant Difference between “Barbie Doll” First and
Final Draft
§ Significant Difference Between “Barbie Doll” Final
Draft and Final Assignment
§
§
§
§
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Student 1: “Barbie Doll”1st
Draft
Thesis:
The overall theme of this poem is the harmful effects of
bullying in modern society and the struggles of growing girls or teens
in this environment.

First Body Paragraph:
Initially, the poem describes a girl who fits in perfectly with
pre-established norms as a young child. She plays with typical toys,
has similar interests as other young girls, and is perfectly healthy. The
first line of this poem summarizes her early life well: This girlchild was
born as usual…” (1). This girl seems to fit in perfectly with the rest of
her age group. Like any usual girl, she is “…presented dolls that did
pee-pee and miniature GE stoves and irons…” (2-3). The girl goes
about her early life and encounters no problems, as she represents the
typical young girl in our society.

Student 1: “Barbie Doll”
Reflection


“An area that I need to improve is the Thesis/Argument category because
some of my topic sentences were not well connected to the thesis. Also,
there were no supporting points stated in the introduction.”



“The first body paragraph did not support the thesis…”



“On my final draft, I will revise the first body paragraph to include a poetic
device as a supporting point…”



“I will revise my essay by first choosing three poetic devices as supporting
points for each body paragraph. Next, I will revise each paragraph
accordingly by connecting the topic sentences to the thesis. I will construct
the rest of the body paragraphs so that they correspond to these main
ideas.”
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Student 1: “Barbie Doll” Final
Draft
Thesis:
The theme of this poem unmasks the harmful effects of bullying in
American society. The poet both develops and strengthens this idea through
extensive use of imagery, simile and irony throughout the poem.

First Body Paragraph:
Piercy uses striking imagery to strengthen the message of bullying and its
harmful effects. A strong example of this is displayed with her use of the phrase
“turned-up putty nose” (line 21) to describe the way the undertaker replaces the
nose she once had with a false one for her funeral. Even though the character is
perfectly healthy, the harassment she faces for her imperfect features lead her to
eventually cut them off, ending her life abruptly. The replacement is described with
sight imagery using the word turned-up to describe that it had been molded by the
undertaker’s hands. This example of imagery highlights the idea that she rejects
her own nose, and that she is only recognized as beautiful with one that is not
even real. It has been molded by someone with the opinions of others in mind.

Student 2: “Barbie Doll”1st
draft
Thesis:
The theme of the poem, “Barbie Doll”, by Margie Piercy is: do
not give away your own happiness, solely in exchange for everyone
else’s.
First Body Paragraph:
In the beginning, the author utilizes the majority of the first
stanza for the start of the anonymous girl’s life. The things she owns
as a child are all being describes as the usual toys any other girl would
own and implying that she is normal, for example, “…and miniature
GE stoves and irons and wee lipsticks the color of cherry candy” (Line
3-4). The poet then begins to shift the young girl’s life into puberty
(Line 5). The last two lines of “Barbie Doll” launch the first negative
aspects of the young girl’s journey in life, with the last line being, “You
have a great big nose and fat legs” (Line 6), in which is referring to
possible students and peers saying this to or about her.
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Student 2: “Barbie Doll”
Reflection

 “My peer editor, after hearing aloud and then reading
to themselves, was able to mention to me how in a
few of my paragraphs the wording was a little weird.
Just by reading my writing aloud I could notice this
myself…”

 On weaknesses: “Organization. While writing this

paper, I didn’t feel as though I had much structure for
each of my body paragraphs.”

 “One aspect of essay writing in which I need more

help with is maybe sticking to the thesis/topic of my
paper throughout the whole piece and not straying
away from what I’m trying to prove to the reader.”

Student 2: “Barbie Doll” Final
Draft

Thesis:

The theme of the Piercy’s “Barbie Doll” is the negative effect of putting
pressure on girls on society, as determined throughout the poem by the use of poetic
devices such as imagery, repetition, and diction.
First Body Paragraph:
The use of imagery within the poem creates a clearer visual for the reader to
further sympathize for the girl. For example, when the author writes, “…dressed in a
pink and white nightie” (Line 22), it forces the image of the girl’s current appearance
which is then on her death bed, into the reader’s mind. This way, Piercy prolongs this
sad, dark scene of the last stanza emphasizing the theme containing the negative effect
of pressure from society. Another occurrence of the author using imagery is, “and wee
lipsticks the color of cherry candy” (4), describing how when the unnamed girl was
young, she possessed the same kinds of toys and play items as any other girl had of her
age, ultimately insinuating nothing is strange or out of the ordinary about her. Piercy
says, “She was healthy, tested intelligent, possessed strong arms and back…” (7-8), also
supports the normality factor of the girl. Although the nameless girl is evidently ordinary,
she is still made fun of by peers, showing that there is no reason in why this girl should
be looked at as abnormal. The true pettiness of the other kids’ comments shines
through with the stress on Piercy’s imagery words. The meaningless disrespect towards
the girl in the poem ultimately turns into a wasted life.
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Standard classes
§ Focus on development of skills as readers and
analytical writers
§ One writing focus for the year: Development of theme
§ First assessment: “The Veldt” by Ray Bradbury Essay:
§ Determine a theme or central idea of the text and analyze in
detail its development over the course of the text, including
how it emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details.
(CCSS RL.9-10.2)

§ After first draft, students receive rubric and complete
a ref lection

Instructional Adjustments
§ Reflection: Given one question at a time
§ Major weakness: Body paragraphs/support
§ Need for specific strategy instruction
§ SRSD: Self-regulated Strategy
Development (Graham & Perin, 2007)
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Self-Regulated Strategy Development
(SRSD)
§ “Use of explicit instruction to scaffold the process
of acquiring and independently applying writing
strategies” (Ferretti & Lewis, 2013)
§ Six Stages:
§ Develop Background Knowledge
§ Discuss It
§ Model It
§ Memorize It
§ Support It
§ Practice It

SRSD for Body Paragraphs: TREAT

§Topic Sentence
§Reason
§Evidence
§Analysis
§Transition
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Instructional Adjustment
§ TREAT added to
§ Peer revision process
§ Reflection process

Future Research
§ Identifying an Effective rubric
§ Valid
§ Reliable
§ Usable for students to evaluate
writing process through goaloriented reflection
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One Possible Rubric
§ WA’s proposed Literary Analysis
Rubric
§ Revised after the study
§ Pilot in English classes at all levels
§ Your feedback

One Possible Rubric
§ Try it out!
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